January 21, 2015
B is for Balance

Welcome to B is for Balance!
Falling down; falling off; and falling asleep
when you shouldn't be are all signs of being
out of balance. Being out of balance can occur
if you are surrounded by chaos and change or
even with leisurely pastimes. Being balanced
is a personal equation and requires constant readjustment and navigation.
Great leaders are Aware and proactively make difficult tradeoffs and choices to
stay balanced.
When balanced, you:
Are standing upright, not falling
Have clear choices on where to spend your time and energy
Know when to say no and yes
Have a sense of heading in the right direction
Move forward with more ease
Being out of balance:
Can be life threatening
Can be the cause of poor health
Is stressful in large or small ways
Can have an impact on family and relationships
Is overwhelming
Is confusing
Can contribute to a lack of focus and results

Someone who is out of balance may appear to be: frazzled, withdrawn,

overwhelmed, over committed, constantly starting and stopping, multitasking, and
have difficulty making decisions.
The need to re-balance can come from internal or external sources - things
like traffic, company growth or reorganization, or a personal commitment to
change. Being balanced requires good time management, knowing what's
important to you, what tasks to take on, and where those tasks are taking you.

TEN Balance Challenges
1. Know your elements - Know thyself and the type of elements you want to
keep in balance. Time at work? Sleep? Learning? Playing? Leading?
Organizing? Too much or too little can each be a problem. Think like Goldilocks,
make your portions just right, not too big or too little. Sample balance wheels are
here: Self, Job, Project, Manager.

2. Should It be or not to be! -This creeps up on us when we think we are in
perfect balance and still feeling unfulfilled, not happy, or possibly even unsettled.
These feelings may come from too many "should's." We should attend that
meeting; we should take on that project or should go for that promotion. You must
(not should!) be the leading actor in your own life. Try a "want" instead of
"should."

3. How To - If being balanced is not a natural skill for you, there are a few key
skills and tools to learn. ACCEPT (see below) is a simple balance formula, which
requires skill building and discipline for each step. Learning to say no and having
the courage to say yes is another balance skill. Staying in balance takes courage,
work, and skills.
4. Secret Lives - Sometimes we have separate and disconnected roles and it
requires lots of work to keep these elements separate. For example, having an
extramarital affair, or being a secret liberal in a conservative environment and
never expressing your point of view. Keeping secrets gets in the way of building
trust and keeps you off balance.

5. Too Much of a Good Thing - Working, living, and playing with the same
people in the same places. This "closeness" can be typical behavior for a start-up
company. What may be endured for a few hours can become intolerable. Is this
familiar to anyone? "Joe's a great guy to have at parties and at work we never get
anything done with him around."
6. Keeping up with the Joneses - Balance that works for one person may not
work for another. Working 60 hours a week may be the perfect balance for some
but not others. Don't live in a glass house if you value your privacy. If you can't
balance your checkbook don't become an accountant.
7. Recalculating - What works now and has for years may no longer be
effective. A promotion or a new job, each requires you to focus on different areas.
A newly promoted director may need to spend more time managing up than was
required before. A parent needs to adjust how they interact with their children as
they grow up. No more insisting on naps for your 18 year old!
8. Too Comfortable or Too Chaotic - Courage to push myself out of my
comfortable warm home to an event that I don't want to go to and once I'm there
I'm so glad I went or things are crazy and chaotic that I am risking my healthy by
not paying attention to some nagging pains. Being too comfortable or too chaotic
all the time is a bad habit.
9. Let Go, Now - Being too responsible - for others, for the company, for your
community, for the world. It's like they tell us about the oxygen mask on airplanes,
take care of yourself first (get stabilized and in balance), and then you can help
others.
10. Reactions Only - Only reacting to things means that we are not making
conscious choices. Instead, we react and wait to see what will happen. Balance
is a personal choice. Be proactive and choose balance.

Formula for Balance = ACCEPT
A = Awareness - Be Aware now (this second, minute, day, week, year, life),
what's in and out of balance for you? What do you want more of? What do you
want less of? See awareness skill building.
C = Clarity - Get Clarity on alternative choices and actions that are possible.
What specific actions, habits, beliefs do you want more or less of?

C= Choice - Make a Choice about what to try now and what habits to build to put
you back in balance.
E= Execute - Do it, take action, and reflect on what happened.
P= Ponder - Ponder the results and impacts of your state of balance. Do you
need more, less, to adjust it, or take a different action to be in balance?
T= Try - Keep trying and start "ACCEPT" again when you need to!
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This material is based on the "B is for Balance" webinar that was delivered last
month, and is available to be customized as a live presentation to your business.
Email us for rates at star@starleadershipllc.com
Want to Find Out More?
Join us for these free public 1-hour Leadership ABC webinars:

D is for Doing: Failure to Execute - 10 Ways to Be More Effective
Wed, Jan 28, 2015 - 12:00 - 1:00 EST,click here for more info.

E is for Executive Presence - What Is It and Why Is It Important?
Tues, Feb 10, 2015 - 12:00 - 1 EST
To register: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8074056194807795202

F is for Focus - Focusing Techniques by the Numbers
Thur, March 5, 2015 - 12-1 EST
To register: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4569846666388109569

G is for Generalist - Generalist Quiz and 7 Generalist Skills
Monday, March 16, 2015 - 12-1 EST
To register: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6336645303991705858

H is for Hero - The 5 Steps to Becoming a Hero
Fri, April 3, 2015 - 10 - 11am EST
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4257479810983697153

I is for Information -What Is It Good For and 3 Cautions
Wed, April 22, 2015 - 12-1 EST
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7358936031125982978

Additional Upcoming Public Events:
Leading, Coaching, or Managing: Which Hat to Wear and When?
Speaker at the New Hampshire Project Management Institute Chapter Meeting
January 21, 2015, Concord, NH, click here for more info
Women Leaders: Lean In/Lean Out
Speaker at the Maine Project Management Institute Chapter Meeting
April 16, 2015, 5:30 Falmouth, ME, click here for more info.
Leading and Developing High Performing Teams
Two-Day Workshop, Jan 22-23, Boston Area
For more info and to register click here

About Us:
Star Leadership offers coaching,
training and consulting services for
business. What makes Star
Leadership LLC unique is the
focus and delivery of measurable
goals and proven results in the
areas of communication,
leadership and teams. Our
approach is direct, results-oriented
and geared to the bottom line. We
are able to quickly map, translate

and align your broader vision to
the concrete details of skills and
behaviors. We have an impact on
the results you want in an open,
informal, non-judgmental and
supportive way. We take pride in
providing a wide array of
experienced associates,
resources, and expertise to be
brought into play as needed to
help clients. Star Dargin is the
founder and hasbeen creating
vision and direction for the
company since 1996.

What We Can Offer You
Star Leadership has a wide variety
of talented coaches for your
business and trainings. The
coaches have success and
experience in many industries and
with many levels within client
organizations.
We offer our workshops in halfday, full-day or webinar formats.
Part of the Leadership ABC's
series includes:
A is for Awareness
B is for Balance
C is for Communication
D is for Doing

Other Workshops & Training
Leadership ABC's Workshop
Succeeding in a Matrix Work Environment
Communication Success
Project Management Essentials for

Star@StarLeadershipllc.com
(978) 486-4603
www.starleadershipllc.com

Professionals
Women and Leadership
Coaching for Managers and Leaders
Team CARE Profile and Build It Workshop
Topics for Speaking Engagements:
Leading, Coaching, Managing: Which Hat
to Wear and When?
Measuring Intangibles for Success (or how
to Manage a Coaching Engagement like a
Project)
Women and Leadership

Leadership Training & Coaching for
Business, Manchester, NH

Helping Leaders Find
Their Voice, Take Action,
and Get Results - One
Letter at a Time!
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